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ABSTRACT: This article argues that the overwhelming critical and historical focus on the figure of the flâneur in readings of literary modernism has led to the marginalization of key aspects of the experience of living and writing in the modern city: the marginalization, in fact, of the domestic interior. Having situated the reasons for the dominance of this critical paradigm, the article then explores whether we might be able to generate a comparatively historicized cultural project, based on readings of Woolf, of Richardson, and of Pound and his circle, that engages with the more confined, and the more static terrain of the room as a way of reading the modern city. It analyses some of modernism’s key interiors, beginning with rooms in a number of Virginia Woolf’s texts, and considering how they figure as a space of memory, as a framework for identities, and as a locus of security. It then examines the hierarchies of domestic spaces,  the relations between the boundaries of the self and the boundaries of the room, and the troubling landscape of the suburban in Dorothy Richardson’s novel Pilgrimage. Finally, in examining the cultural milieu of Ezra Pound, it considers how London interiors provide the physical and the metaphorical landscape for particular forms of modernist innovation in the early years of the twentieth century.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Literary modernism is a literature of the city. This assertion might be understood as a historical observation about the significant role of particular cities, such as Paris, Berlin, London, or New York, in the production and the dissemination of modernist literary culture. Or it might be thought of as an expression of the frequency with which urban locations and situations provide both the metaphorical and the literal landscapes of modernist writings. In this article, however, I will focus on one very particular understanding of the relations between modernism and the city, and will consider its impact on recent critical responses to modernist writing. The critical tradition with which I am concerned is one in which the city is read primarily as the place and the condition of the flâneur. My question is whether this critical paradigm has led to the marginalization of key aspects of the experience of living and writing in the modern city: the marginalization, in fact, of the domestic interior.

The Flâneur as the heroic figure of modernity
Critical interest in the flâneur has an identifiable history that intersects with, and illuminates, critical and cultural responses to literary modernism in the last decades of the twentieth century. The flâneur’s critical visibility is closely associated, in Anglophone contexts, with the reception of Walter Benjamin’s work, and particularly with his work on the writings of Charles Baudelaire . The translation of Illuminations in 1970 and of Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era of High Capitalism in 1973 are key to this reception. Benjamin’s reading of selected poems by Baudelaire, and particularly his reading of Baudelaire’s “Painter of Modern Life” (1863), generated an argument about the flâneur as a key character in the reconfigured landscape of modernity. Benjamin stresses the ways in which the flâneur embodies a new mode of subjectivity that is a constant dialectic between the heroic assertion of individual autonomy and the seductive, but threatening, immersion in the crowd. Benjamin’s reading of Baudelaire’s flâneur makes of this character a symptomatic expression of modernity, but also its point of resistance.
	Resistance was very much part of the seduction of the flâneur paradigm, particularly for Left cultural critics in the seventies. The flâneur could both inhabit the modern city but also be the space for alternative and even subversive versions of the self in his separateness. Wandering without a purpose is a scandalous activity in an economic and ethical moment that can value only productivity, while meandering through city streets can provoke unexpected exchanges and odd couplings. The survival of the lyric impulse, like the survival of a subversive and resistant subjectivity, was of particular interest for cultural critics who were still theorizing both the achievements and the limitations of the cultural Leftism of the late sixties.  The flâneur carried the energy of resistance, while it also offered a diagnostic of the condition of developed capitalism.
	The centrality of the flâneur to cultural theory and also to literary history in the seventies led to a concentration on particular relations to public space, and specifically to the urban street, as expressive of the innovative qualities of modernity. This interest was developed in the work of a range of social theorists and literary critics who saw the urban experience as peculiarly and particularly expressive of modernity, while also providing the spaces of resistance to what was understood as the modern condition. This dialectic is powerfully captured, for example, in the work of Michel de Certeau, whose The Practice of Everyday Life was first published in French in 1974.  In the chapter entitled “Walking in the City”, Certeau argues for the creative fascinations of urban walking, and suggests its resistant and even subversive potential to undo the coercive structures of power that are potentially built into the landscape of major cities:
The long poem of walking manipulates spatial organizations, no matter how panoptic they may be: it is neither foreign to them (it can take place only within them) nor in conformity with then (it does not receive its identity from them). It creates shadows and ambiguities within them. (Certeau 1984: 101)
Certeau’s  paradigm created a romance of urban walking that was highly influential for a range of cultural critics, particularly following the translation of this first volume of The Practice of Everyday Life into English in 1984. (In this context it is interesting to note that the translation of the second volume of Certeau’s study, which deals with “living and cooking” within the home, did not appear until 1998, by which time Certeau’s profile as a theorist of the public spaces of the city and the resistant role of the flâneur had been well established.)
The significance of the figure of the flâneur for cultural and critical histories of modernism is clear, and the appearance of a volume such as Keith Tester’s The Flâneur in 1994 gives expression to the ways in which this paradigm has shaped literary and cultural history as well as social theory.  The increasing prominence of the figure of the flâneur as an icon of modernity, and as the hero of a particular narrative of cultural resistance, has admittedly come under scrutiny from a range of feminist critics since the eighties. Thus, for example, Janet Wolff explored the extent to which this heroic figure of resistance to modernity was necessarily gendered, in her 1984 essay “The Invisible Flâneuse”, which argued that attention to the gendered division of public and private spaces would suggest that a female flâneur always risked the wrong sort of visibility. But Wolff’s caution about the relevance of the flâneur to a cultural history of women and modernity was not shared by all feminist critics. Rachel’s Bowlby responded to these critical questions in a series of influential readings of Virginia Woolf, which stressed the extent to which Woolf’s writing explored and enacted the position of the Flâneuse. Bowlby’s position developed from her critical and historical interest in women as consumers in the modern city, first developed in her Just Looking of 1985. And indeed this interest in consumption might itself be understood in relation to a broader set of questions about political agency and activism within feminism, and the Left general, in the eighties, and to the perceived need to turn attention from the structures of production to the processes of consumption in political analyses of the period. 
Bowlby’s readings of Woolf stressed the centrality of wandering London streets, both to the imagining of a modern femininity through a character such as the young Elizabeth Dalloway in Mrs Dalloway, and to the everyday structure of Woolf’s writing life (Bowlby 1997). Woolf’s 1927 essay, “Street Haunting” emerges as the privileged text in this analysis, because it articulates the fascination of London streets and the exhilaration of their random and anonymous encounters. “Street haunting” becomes the figure for a type of flânerie that might be possible for women, as it articulates a movement from the domestic space to the various spaces of consumption offered by the modern city, dwelling on the role of fantasy in the unfolding of this kind of urban journey. The essay, and the activity of “street haunting” are also important in a text such as Jean Radford’s Dorothy Richardson, where street haunting is the counterpoint to Radford’s analysis of Richardson’s uneasy relation to the family hearth, and by implication to domestic interiors (Radford 1991: 58ff.). The continuing reach and significance of Woolf’s essay, and its impact on the cultural framework for the reading and interpretation of modernist writing, can perhaps be discerned in the decision of Penguin Books to publish it as one of their seventy “Pocket Penguins” which appeared in May 2005 in celebration of the seventieth anniversary of Penguin Books. 
Bowlby’s reading of Woolf as flâneuse has been influential, both for the study of Virginia Woolf and more broadly for the critical reception of literary modernism. It has led to a range of critical work that addresses the relations between modernity and the city, which is understood primarily as a network of public spaces, usually of streets, and which is particularly interested in the subversive potential of walking in the city.  Even when Bowlby turns her attention to a text such as A Room of One’s Own, where the importance of interior space is so fully articulated, she is drawn to the walking and the mobility that structure the text as a whole (Bowlby 1997: 207). Disruption, creativity, and modern modes of femininity are all increasingly read in and through the possibilities of “street haunting”, which seems to challenges boundaries and to refuse stasis. In similar ways, Dorothy Richardson’s protagonist in Pilgrimage, Miriam Henderson, has been read as expressing the innovative, creative and transgressive potential of the modern city and its possible modes of subjectivity, in passages such as the following from “The Tunnel” (the fourth of the thirteen “novel-chapters”, originally published in 1919): 
I’m free – I’ve got free – nothing can ever alter that, she thought (…). A strength was piling up within her. She would go out unregretfully at closing time and up through unknown streets, not her own streets, till she found Holborn and then up and round through the squares. (Richardson, 1979: II, 76-7)
But this critical recovery of the imaginative and subjective transgressions of flânerie has its blind-spots, and its emphasis on the relation of modernist writers to public spaces and to city streets can lead to an under-estimation of the ways in which the modernist city depends on, and also draws from, the domestic interior. 
In the extensive critical literature of the flâneur/flâneuse, as we have seen above, we have a theoretical and critical landscape, in which it is possible to read walking through the city as part of a narrative of modernity, and to read modernist literature as a privileged site for the articulation of a resistant subjectivity. My aim in this article, however, is now to explore whether we might be able to generate a comparatively historicized cultural project, based on readings of Woolf, of Richardson, and of Pound and his circle, that engages with the more confined, and the more static terrain of the room as a way of reading the modern city. The question is partly suggested by Woolf’s choice of titles such as Jacob’s Room or A Room of One’s Own for her own published work, which suggest that both the semantic and the social boundaries of rooms were peculiarly important for her writing. It is also informed by recent critical work that seems to be moving towards the articulation of domestic interiors as part of the landscape of the modernist city and also as a crucial imaginative and social resource for modernist cultural production, including Elisabeth Bronfen’s Dorothy Richardson’s Art of Memory: Space, Identity, Text (1999), Christopher Reed’s  Bloomsbury Rooms: Modernism, Subculture, and Domesticity (2004) and Peter Brooker’s Bohemia in London: The Social Scene of Early Modernism (2004).
In the rest of this article I will examine some of modernism’s interiors, beginning with rooms in a number of Virginia Woolf’s texts, and considering how they figure as a space of memory, as a framework for identities, and as a locus of security. I will concentrate in particular on rooms in Kensington, and in Bloomsbury, which have a persistent presence in her texts throughout Woolf’s writing life. In my discussion of Dorothy Richardson, I will concentrate on the hierarchies of domestic spaces, on the relations between the boundaries of the self and the boundaries of the room, and on the troubling landscape of the suburban in her novel Pilgrimage. Finally, in examining the cultural milieu of Ezra Pound, I will consider how London interiors provide the physical and the metaphorical landscape for particular forms of modernist innovation in the early years of the twentieth century.

Virginia Woolf’s London Rooms
Virginia Woolf’s biographers agree on the emotional and psychological importance of 22 Hyde Park Gate, the large but cramped house in Kensington in which she spent the early years of her life. Woolf returns to explore her memories of 22 Hyde Park Gate at a number of moments in her writing life, increasingly registering the details of its interior. While her early journal could barely manage to sketch these interior spaces, her later writings increasingly detail the rooms and their significance for her. In “22 Hyde Park Gate”, a lecture by Woolf from the early twenties, there is a very powerful description of the ways in which the organization of spaces at Hyde Park Gate could create a sense of secrecy, of guilt, or of fear, which is focused on boundaries and barriers between rooms:  
It is of the folding doors that I wish to speak. How could family life have been carried on without them? As soon dispense with water-closets or with bathrooms as with folding doors in a family of nine men and women. […] Suddenly there would be a crisis – a servant dismissed, a lover rejected, pass books opened, or poor Mrs Tyndall who had lately poisoned her husband by mistake come for consolation. […] Though dark and agitated on one side, the other side of the door, particularly on Sunday afternoons, was cheerful enough. (Woolf 1978: 165)
In her essay on “Old Bloomsbury”, Woolf also writes powerfully, and polemically, about the rooms she is leaving behind at Hyde Park Gate: 
It was a house of innumerable oddly shaped rooms built to accommodate not one family but three. […] To house the lot of us, now a storey would be thrown out on top, now a dining room flung out at bottom. […] Here then seventeen or eighteen people lived in small bedrooms with one bathroom and three water-closets between them. (Woolf 1978: 184-5)
Woolf stresses the sense of isolation and separation generated by these cramped and crowded rooms, so far from the noise of traffic or from the accident of passers-by.  But she also remembers the rooms in this house as “tangled and matted with emotion”, noting that  “the walls and the rooms had in sober truth been built to our shape. We had permeated the whole vast fabric […] with our family history” (Woolf 1978:186). So here another layer is added to the psychological meanings of the rooms in Hyde Park Gate. They are small and uncomfortable, and generate unwelcome intimacies. Family life depends on boundaries that are always in fact permeable: those folding doors were clearly far from soundproof. There is a stifling sense of isolation, of being cut off from the energy of the modern city and encased in a constraining Victorian shell. But there is also a saturation of emotion through which space becomes history, so that Woolf insists she could “write a history of every mark and scratch in my room” (Woolf 1978: 186).
Woolf’s “A Sketch of the Past”, a text that might indeed read as such a “history of every mark and scratch” was written nearly twenty years later than “22 Hyde Park Gate.” It returns to these interior spaces and to the emotional and psychological significance of the house’s different rooms. Woolf’s spatial imagination is here more expansive, as she writes of “that great Cathedral space that was childhood” (Woolf 1978: 94). The suggestion is of grandeur of scale and beauty of architecture. But the detail of the house consistently confounds this effort towards architectural generosity. Woolf notes that, “two different ages confronted each other in the drawing room at Hyde Park Gate: the Victorian Age; and the Edwardian Age […]. The cruel thing was that while we could see the future, we were completely in the power of the past” (Woolf 1978: 147). She writes of a house in which she was at times able to “escape the pressures of Victorian society” by reading, borrowing books from her father’s very extensive library.  But “the change would come in the afternoon. About 4.30 Victorian society exerted its pressure. Then we must be ‘in’.   For at 5 father must be given his tea, And we must be better dressed and tidier […] we would have to sit at that table, she [Vanessa] or I, decently dressed, having nothing better to do, ready to talk” (Woolf 1978: 149). This sense of living in two different times, and of being two different people, is mapped by Woolf onto the geography of the house, She writes of 22 Hyde Park Gate that,  “the division in our life was curious. Downstairs there was pure convention: upstairs pure intellect. But there was no connection between them” (Woolf 1978: 158). Yet we cannot help but recognize that this memory must be false, because Woolf herself had to forge such connections continually, moving between these spaces and sustaining both her social and her intellectual life. 
Woolf’s move from Kensington to Bloomsbury following her father’s death is represented by her as an opportunity to reconfigure the social and affective significance of domestic space. The room for which Woolf longed in Bloomsbury was one “with books and nothing else, where I can shut myself up”: in fact, a study (Woolf 1975-80: 147). This is an interestingly non-domestic kind of interior space, which provides a necessary complication of the perhaps too easy tendency to identify the interiors of houses with the idea of a “domestic interior”.  The domesticity of interiors was, in fact a recurring point of contention in this period. In an influential analysis of the various spaces in which women lived independently from the mid-nineteenth century, Martha Vicinus dwells on the efforts of women’s colleges to make their educational spaces seem reassuringly domestic, arguing that “rituals of domesticity were clearly intended to reassure parents and the public (and the women themselves) that higher education would not cut them off from their peers and families” (Vicinus 1985: 143). Here then we find evidence of working spaces being actively configured as more familiar domestic interiors to reduce the threatening associations of women’s education and women’s professional labor. By contrast, however, in an essay on the artist Gwen John and her relation to Paris, Janet Wolff argues for the significance of the fact that John’s artistic representations of women in interior spaces intriguingly resist the domestic through their insistence on representing single women alone. Wolff acknowledges the importance of interiors for Gwen John, citing her remark in a letter to Rodin  that “my room is so delicious after a whole day outside, it seems to me that I am not myself except in my room”, but she also stresses the ways in which this interior could be fashioned as an artistic rather than a domestic space (Wolff 1994: 118).
The urgent need for a form of interiority that was not domestic can be found in a diverse range of texts from the modernist period. For example, in a recent study of utopian thinking in the twenties, the historian Sally Alexander draws attention to a fictional autobiography by Kathleen Woodward, entitled Jipping Street (1928). This text describes Woodward’s working-class childhood in Bermondsey, and Alexander argues that Woodward’s desire for a room of her own, so forcefully articulated in the text, was “a plea for escape from the claustrophobia, abjection and narrow-mindedness of poverty” and for an alternative to  a physically burdensome and coercive mode of domesticity (Alexander 2000: 275). Christopher Reed, on the other hand, suggests that this desire for a room expresses a need to escape inherited modes of domesticity, and to find the space and the resources to create modernist rooms that will contain new familial and social groupings. While observing that the desire for a room of one’s own was a fairly widespread one among Woolf’s creative peers, Reed argues that a room could provide a pretext and an opportunity for remaking both the self and aspects of the social. Thus he notes Lytton Strachey writing to Duncan Grant in 1909 in the following terms: “Good God! To have a room of one’s own with a real fire and books and tea and company, and no dinner bells and distractions and a little time for doing something! It’s a wonderful vision” (Reed 1996: 147). Similarly, Reed notes that Vanessa Bell shared her sister Virginia’s desire for a room of her own, citing the remark, which is recorded in Frances Spalding’s Vanessa Bell, that “all that seemed to matter was that at last we were free, had rooms of our own and space in which to be alone or to work or to see our friends. Such things may come naturally to many of the present generation but to me at least in 1904 it was as if one had stepped suddenly into daylight from darkness” (Spalding 1983: 49). 
Among these potentially non-domestic interiors, the study was a room with particular significance for intellectual women in this period. The classicist Jane Harrison’s discussion of the factors inhibiting women’s entry into specific branches of scholarship includes merciless mocking of the ways in which men might use the study as “a place inviolate, guarded by immemorial taboos” where “he wants to be by himself”, but Harrison is not immune to the attractions of such seclusion. Admitting that she may violate codes of femininity (“I have known for a long time that I am no ‘true woman’”) she nonetheless suggests that one of the most significant “signs of the times is that woman is beginning to demand a study” (Harrison 1915: 128). 
Winifred Holtby’s 1932 biography of Virginia Woolf certainly demonstrates a particular interest in the material and psychic importance of the study in Woolf’s house at 52 Tavistock Square: 
Mrs Woolf herself uses as a study an immense half-subterranean room behind the house, piled with books, parcels, packets of unbound volumes, and manuscripts for the press […] . The light penetrates wanly down between the high buildings overhead, as through deep waters, and noises from the outside world enter only in a subdued murmur, as from very far away. (Holtby 1932: 35)
The underwater quality of this space is strikingly described by Holtby: it is “subterranean”, the light seems to have traveled through water, and the subdued murmur has more of the sea that the street about it. In creating this working space, Woolf is disrupting the ordering of space and the hierarchy of rooms that had dominated her early life. She introduces fluidity into the apparently static and bounded space of a room. 
Indeed, fluidity is frequently evoked in Woolf’s representations of Bloomsbury rooms. For example, she describes 46 Gordon Square, to which she moved in 1904 following the death of her father, as follows: “it was astonishing to stand at the drawing room window and look into all those trees; the tree which shoots its branches up into the air and lets them fall in a shower; the tree which glistens after rain like the body of a seal […] we decorated our walls with washes of plain distemper. We were full of experiments and reforms”. These reforms created new kinds of space, and new ways of looking, “things one had never seen in the darkness […] shone out for the first time in the drawing-room at Gordon Square” (Woolf 1978: 187). 
From rigidity to fluidity, and from darkness to light, is the narrative Woolf offers here of her move from Kensington to Bloomsbury, and this may seem like an easy tale of modernity achieved. But the fascination of the hidden, bounded, dark spaces of her childhood is not so easily written out.  Looking across the range of Woolf’s prose writings, we find the security of darkness and enclosure constantly struggling with the fascinations and the liberations associated with light, a dialectic famously expressed in the recurrent image of a moth heading inevitably, but also insistently, towards its own destructive flame.

Dorothy Richardson’s modernist interiors
Dorothy Richardson’s modernist novel, Pilgrimage consists of thirteen “chapters”, which are also intact novels, which collectively map the life of a modern woman from 1890 to 1914. This modern life is lived in relation to a number of semantically and affectively charged spaces, amongst the most significant of which are a number of London rooms. The novel’s protagonist, Miriam Henderson’s relations to work, to sexuality, and to the social are all worked through and represented in relation to interior spaces. Pilgrimage both begins and ends with Miriam reflecting on the significance of her room, and measuring her sense of her self against its boundaries. Thus in the first novel-chapter, “Pointed Roofs” we read  “Miriam left the gaslit hall and went slowly upstairs. The March twilight lay upon the buildings, but the staircase was almost dark. The top landing was quite dark and silent. There was no one about. It would be quiet in her room. She could sit by the fire and be quiet and think things over” (Richardson 1979: I, 15). Going upstairs is here a matter of entering a space that is private and reflective, qualities enhanced by the association of Miriam’s room with darkness and silence. Similarly, very near the end of the final novel-chapter, “March Moonlight” we find Miriam once more seeking solitude and self-confirmation within the bounded space of her own room:
No one in the other room of this top floor. The garden, its washing lines, ash-heap and dustbins invisible from where I sit alone with the sky, the lime tree and the tops of those poplars pointing up in the next garden.
	Solitude. Secure. Filled each morning with treasure undamaged by compulsory interchange. (Richardson 1979: IV, 655-6)
That final phrase, “treasure undamaged by compulsory interchange”, powerfully evokes the damage that might be caused by undesired and uncontrollable forms of social interaction and also celebrates the role of the room as a protective barrier to such coercive sociability. Miriam’s articulation of this secure solitude in her room seems to offer some kind of alternative to the  flâneur’s fascination with transient and anonymous urban encounters, which has been so systematically offered as an authentic modernist subjectivity. Miriam Henderson’s aspiration is for protection from the coerced and the casual encounter, a protection  she represents here as the “treasure” of security.
	The desire for protective boundaries finds expression throughout the text, and is articulated through the precise details of Miriam’s domestic interiors. Boundaries can, of course, also be their own form of coercion, and the novel sequence is meticulous in its recording of the different modes of dependence and of independence that are possible in different domestic interiors.  The following passage from “The Tunnel” is a good example of how the material details of Miriam’s rooms are interwoven with her project of writing a distinctive, and distinctively modern, subjectivity 
The bed, drawn in under the slope, showed an expanse of greyish white counterpane, the carpet was colourless in the gloom. She opened the door. Silence came in from the landing. The blue and gold had gone from the skylight. Its sharp grey light shone in over the dim colours of the thread-bare carpet and on to the black bars of the little grate and the little strip of tarnished yellow-grained mantelpiece, running along to the bedhead where a small globeless gas bracket stuck out at an angle over the head of the bed 
	(…) Twenty-one and only one room to hold the richly renewed consciousness, and a living to earn, but the self that was with her in the room was the untouched tireless self of her seventeenth year and all the earlier time. The familiar light moved within the twilight, the old light … She might as well wash the grime from her wrists and hands. (Richardson 1979: II, 14-16)
The meanness of the room does not render it inappropriate for Miriam’s “richly renewed consciousness”, but it does suggest the limits of this consciousness in its interaction with the world. For Jean Radford such meticulous description of interiors is part of Miriam’s repudiation of the naturalness of the domestic and familial “hearth”, which is literalized, and thus problematized through the careful and almost obsessive description  of a series of different grates and fireplaces that are each precisely socially located and symbolically charged (Radford 1991: 51).
Miriam is aware throughout the novel that the separation she experiences in her various top-floor rooms is also a kind of marginalization, and we read in the earlier “Honeycomb”, that “Presently she could, if she held firm, be alone, in a grey space inside this alien room, cold and lonely with the beginning of something (…) Downstairs, warmth and revelry”(Richardson 1979: I, 432). The division here echoes Woolf’s representation of the hierarchy of spaces in her childhood home -- and once more the sociability is experienced as coercive and is contrasted with the singular, but “firm” self of the upstairs room. Miriam Henderson has, in the end, a horror of domestic comfort, since it seems absolutely to express the threat of “compulsory interchange”. For Miriam, this threat is at its greatest in suburban houses, which negate the possibility of separation and of the cold and lonely space that might be “the beginning of something”. Suburban comfort is represented as the antithesis of the productive spaces of literary invention, which are bounded, separate, and lonely. Throughout Pilgrimage suburban rooms are narrative ends rather than beginnings, and not very happy ones. Domestic comfort is associated with enclosure, with the assumption of false versions of the self, and with the end of creativity. Miriam’s preference from beginning to end is for urban interiors, in which she encounters “the old untouched freedom” in “undisturbed space, high above the quiet street” (Richardson 1979: IV, 185). 

 “Ezra looked after the cakes”
Ezra Pound moved to London in 1908 and quickly became a prominent figure within the cultural and social milieu of early modernism. Pound’s childhood had been spent in a suburb of Philadelphia, and his response to the cultural significance of this suburban space resonates with the hostility to suburbia found in Richardson’s Pilgrimage. He writes that “the suburb has no roots, no center of life” (Ackroyd 1980: 7), and in coming to London, Pound may in fact have been looking both for roots and a focus or center to his cultural and intellectual life. In the rest of this article, I will consider the role of the domestic interior in the construction both of such roots and of such a center for the cultural project of modernism as understood and created by Pound and his circle between 1908 and 1914, 
	On arrival in London, Pound lived firstly in Duchess Street, just off Portland Place in London W1 but, given his financial position, he quickly “moved to something cheaper and less comfortable in Islington in North London” (Stock 1970: 67). The privations of life in cheap accommodation in this period were acutely felt by Pound, and were vigorously articulated in an article in the New Age some years later, where he wrote of “bathrooms advertised to contain h. and c., in which only the cold tap worked, of ‘pink, frilly paper decorations’” (Stock 1970: 67). By 1909 Pound was able to leave such uncomfortable, and distinctly unfitting, domestic space behind as he moved to a room at 10 Church Walk, Kensington, which was to be his main place of residence in London from then until his marriage in 1914. It is striking to note in what follows how very different Pound’s Kensington was to the oppressive and coercive space imagined by Virginia Woolf.
	Pound’s room in Church Walk was on the first floor in a courtyard of small three-storied houses. The room:
was simply furnished even after he added a few pieces of his own. There was an iron bed, a mahogany wash-stand that folded down to look like a desk, a “sort of iron armchair convertible to cot”, cane chairs, and a small bath-tub that he pushed under the bed. (Stock 1970: 90)
This room clearly made a significant impression on those who visited it. Some fifteen years after Pound left this room, key aspects of the space and its furnishings appear in Richard Aldington’s novel Death of a Hero. The character  of Mr. Upjohn, whose habits so closely resemble those of Pound as he “irritatedly cast himself at full length upon a sofa, and spasmodically ate candied apricots” (Aldington 1929: 115), can be found in a room that shows just the disturbing tendency to conflate ablution and sociability found in the description of Pound’s room above. George, the protagonist of Aldington’s novel is “further gratified by being allowed to witness the strange and complex ablutions performed by Mr. Upjohn from a wash-basin startlingly concealed in a veneered mahogany tallboy” (Aldington 1929: 117).
	From this room in Church Walk, Pound “sallied forth in his sombrero with all the arrogance of a young revolutionary poet” (Goldring 1943: 47) to develop his contacts and to promote the cause of his own poetic writing. The journeys Pound embarked on did include visits to the key public spaces of the London cultural avant-garde of this period, so powerfully evoked in Peter Brooker’s recent study of Bohemia in London, including “The Cave of the Golden Calf”, the Café Royal and the Eiffel Tower Restaurant. Yet Pound’s London was also, strikingly, a network of domestic interiors. Much of his time was spent moving between the houses of influential allies such as Ford Madox Ford or W. B Yeats, generating the network of collaborative relationships that would ensure the publication and the critical dissemination of his poetic output.   Pound writes that “I made my life in London by going to see Ford in the afternoons and Yeats in the evenings” (Tytell 1987: 51) and these visits take place in the private and domestic spaces of Ford’s and Yeats’s rooms.
	Ford Madox Ford, novelist, essayist, and editor of the English Review was a key ally of Pound’s in these early years of the century. In 1908, Ford was living in a maisonette in Holland Park Avenue, which was later to become the editorial office of the English Review. This apartment was situated three stories above a poulterer and fishmonger’s shop, and access to it was via a side door and up a dark flight of steps. This room was, apparently, “perpetually inundated with visitors” (Goldring 1943: 32). Ford’s own account of this room casts Pound in a central but singular role:
It was a rather handsome large drawing room in an old house. There were pictures by Pre-Raphaelites, old furniture, a rather wonderful carpet. The room was lit from both ends and L-shaped so that if you wanted a moment’s private conversation with anyone you could go around the corner. Miss Thomas, large, very blonde and invariably good tempered, presided over the tea table. Ezra looked after the cakes. (Ford 1931: 308)
Pound, Ford tells us, was an enthusiastic consumer of these cakes, given to flinging himself into chairs, devouring huge quantities of pastries and reading out his own translations to the assembled company (Ford 1931: 291). There is a quality of excess in representations of Pound in this period, as he both dominates and subverts the contours of his domestic interiors. From 1910, Ford lived in South Lodge, a semi-detached villa in Campden Hill Road, Kensington, which belonged to his lover, Violet Hunt. Douglas Goldring argues that “the transformation of South Lodge from a rather stuffy and conventional Campden Hill villa, into a stomping ground for les jeunes was brought about more by Ezra Pound than by Ford”, and suggested that Pound conducted himself here like a sort of “social master of ceremonies” (Goldring 1943: 47). This dominance is also noted by Ford himself, who says of Pound that “in a very short time he had taken charge of me, the review, and finally of London” (Ford 1931: 291). But it is important to notice the significance here of Ezra and the cakes: presiding over the tea-table, flinging himself into chairs, declaiming his own verse, Pound manages to establish a cultural and a social authority that will underpin the project of taking charge of London.
	This authority was also generated  by his participation in W. B. Yeats’s “Monday evenings”. Yeats lived in two rooms, at 18 Woburn Buildings, Bloomsbury. Peter Brooker tells us that “Yeats’s main room held a settle and a leather armchair, a chest containing his manuscripts, astrological papers and tarot cards, a table with two candlesticks, a bookcase with editions of Blake and William Morris” (Brooker 2004: 60). In this room Yeats regularly entertained  poets, artists and critics with a mixture of readings and conversation. Goldring argues that “one of his [Pound’s] greatest triumphs in London was the way in which he stormed 18 Woburn Buildings, the Celtic stronghold of W. B. Yeats, took charge of his famous “Mondays”, precisely as he took charge of the South Lodge tennis parties” (Goldring 1943: 48). Other accounts talk of Pound taking charge of Yeats’s wine and cigars and distributing them to the assembled company.
	Pound’s creation of his literary persona, his establishment of cultural authority, and his access to literary production were all negotiated within domestic spaces. Even when these domestic interiors had to some extent been re-made as “offices”, like Ford’s Holland Park maisonette, they retained their domestic associations with hospitality and sociability. There is little enough here of the need to repudiate the domestic through the construction of an alternative intellectual space of “the study” that we found among Woolf and her peers.  Pound learned how to dominate these domestic interiors by assuming the role of host, serving the cakes and handing round the cigars, while he simultaneously constructed the intellectual and cultural networks that would sustain the forms of modernist cultural innovation to which he was most clearly committed. He was, in that sense, the poet of the domestic interior.
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